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Induced Class Functions are Conditional Expectations 
JONATHAN D. H. SMITH 
The induced class function determined by a class function on a refinement subscheme of an 
association scheme is interpreted as the conditional expectation of a certain random variable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A recurrent theme in the development of the theory of association schemes has been to 
regard the theory as 'group theory without groups' [I , 2; preface]. One problem suggested 
by this theme had been to give a way of inducing class functions from a subscheme. 
generalizing the induction of class functions from a subgroup of a group. An approach 
emerged as a by-product of the related development of the theory of quasigroups ([6, §2], 
[7], [2, App. 1], [3; §3 .3]). The purpose of the current note is to point out that this induction 
process is in fact a special case of the concept of conditional expectation that J . Doob had 
developed by the early 1950s [4, §34] [5, Ch. I]. The combinatorial definitions are presented 
in the second section . The third section summarizes the probability-theoretical concepts. 
The fourth section then presents the main result, Theorem 4.3, which interprets induced 
class functions as conditional expectations. The finite , combinatorial setting avoids many 
of the subtleties inherent in the probability theory. However, the formulation of Theorem 
4.3 opens up a number of ready generalizations to various infinite cases. The theorem is also 
of interest in relating aspects of group theory, combinatorics, and probability theory. 
2. INDUCED CLASS FUNCTIONS OF ASSOCIATION SCHEMES 
Let Q be a finite non-empty set. Then an association scheme (Q , r) on Q [I , 2; §2.2] is 
a partition r = {CI , C2 , ••• , C,} of the direct square Q x Q such that: 
(AI) C I = {(x, x) E Q21x E Q}; 
(A2) "ICi E r, {( y, x )l(x. y)E Ci } E r; 
(A3) "IC; E r, "ICj E r, "ICk E r, 3C;j k EN . 
"I(x, y) E Ck> I{z E QI(x, z ) E C;, (z , y ) E C;}I = Cijk ; and 
(A4) '11 ~ i,j, k ~ S , Cijk = Cjik. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 [I , 2; Ex. 2.1 (2)] . Let Q be a finite group, with conjugacy classes C; = {I} , 
C~, . .. , C; . Define C; = {(x, y ) E Q X Qlx- Iy E C:} and r = {CI , .. . , C,}. Then 
(Q, n is an association scheme, calIed the group conjugacy class scheme of the group Q. 
Let (Q, r = {CI , .. . , C,}) be an association scheme. A complex-valued function! 
Q x Q -. C is said to be a class fun ction on (Q, n if its restrictions to each C; in rare 
constant. The set of class functions on (Q, n is denoted by cr; it carries the C-algebra 
structure induced from the C-algebra structure of C . If Q is the finite group of Example 2.1 , 
then a group class fun ction on Q is a function!' :Q -. C whose restrictions to each group 
conjugacy class C: are constant. Such a group class function!, yields a class functionf on 
(Q , T) withf(x, y) = !,(x - I y). Conversely, a class functionf on (Q, T) yields a group class 
function!,: Q -. C with!,(x) = f(l, x ). 
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An association scheme (P, .1 {D), ... , D(}) is said to be a (refinement) subscheme of 
an association scheme (Q, r = {C), ... , C,.}) [7] if 
{
(i) P £; Q 
(ii) VD; E .1, 
and 
3CJ E r. 
(2.2) 
For example, if P is a subgroup of a finite group Q, then the group conjugacy class scheme 
of P is a refinement subscheme of the group conjugacy class scheme of Q. A group class 
function g' : P ..... C determines a group class function g' i~ : Q ..... C by means of the 
Frobenius formula [9, 7.2] 
I 
g' i~(s) = IPI L g'(u-1su). 
UEQ 
U-ISUEP 
(2.3) 
The function g' i~ is called the group class function on Q induced from the group class 
function g' on P. . 
For some time, it was not clear how to extend the Frobenius formula (2.3) to define an 
appropriate concept of induced class function for association schemes. A definition was 
given in [6, §2] within the context of quasigroup conjugacy class association schemes. The 
definition is also described in [2, App. I], [3, §3.3] (albeit without explanation of the relevant 
convention used to extend a function to the power set of its domain). Let (P, .1) be a 
refinement subscheme of (Q, r = {C)' ... , c,. D. For each C;, set 
B; = U {D E L1ID £; C;}. (2.4) 
The induction function i~ : rp ..... rQ; 1 H IQ is then defined by 
Q _ IQ x QI " 1 (x, y) - ICI'IP x PI ,L... I(z, t) 
I (",(jEB; 
(2.5) 
for (x, y) E C; [6,2,2], [10, 552]. In [6, §3], [10, §5.5], it is verified that (2.5) does indeed subsume 
the Frobenius formula (2.3), via the correspondence between group class functions f' and 
class functions 1 on the group conjugacy class scheme. In Section 4 below, it is shown how 
to interpret (2.5), and thus also the Frobenius formula (2,3), as giving a conditional 
expectation of a certain random variable. The next section summarizes the requisite 
concepts from probability theory. 
3. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
Let D be a set. A (J-field on D is a set F of subsets of n, among which is n itself, closed 
under complementation and countable unions, A probability measure on the (J-field 
F is a function J.l: F ..... [0, 00] such that p.(n) = I and J.l(U~oA;) = ~;n=oJ.l(A;) for a family 
(A;I i E ~) of mutually disjoint elements A; of F. A probability space is a triple (D, F, J.l) 
consisting of a set n, a (J-field on D, and a probability measure p. on F [4, §2], [ 5, §1.2], A 
complex random variable X on (D, F, J.l) is a function X: n ..... C such that for any real 
numberr,thesets{wEDIReX(w) ~ r}and{wEnllmX(w) ~ r}lieinF[5,§I.3].lfthese 
sets all lie in a (J-field G contained in F, then the random variable X is said to be 
G-measurable [4, §13]. The random variable X is said to be integrable if the Lebesgue 
integrals Sn ReX dp. and Sn 1m X dp. exist (so that SAX dJ.l = SA Re X dJ.l + iSA 1m X dJ.l 
exists for any A in F [8, Theorem 5,5]). 
Given an integrable random variable X on a probability space (n, F, p.), a conditional 
expectation E(XI G) of X with respect to a (J-field G contained in F is a random variable 
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E(XI G) satisfying the conditions 
{
(i) E(XIG) is integrable; 
(ii) E(XI G) is G-measurable; and 
(iii) VA E G, L E(XIG) d/l = Lx d/l 
(3.1) 
[4; §34], [5, §1.7]. Conditional expectations satisfying (3.1) exist (e.g. as a consequence of the 
Radon-Nikodym Theorem); they are not necessarily unique, but many differ on a set of 
measure zero. There is a useful necessary and sufficient condition for a random variable to 
be a conditional expectation [4, Th. 34.1]: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (M, n) be a subsemi/attice of the meet semi/attice reduct (G, n) of 
the (I-field G. Suppose that G is the smallest (I-sub field of F containing M. Then an integrable 
random variable Y is a conditional expectation E(XI G) if it is G-measurable, and 
VA EM, (3.3) 
4. INDUCED CLASS FUNCTIONS ARE CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
Let (Q, r = {CI , ... , Cs }) be an association scheme. Define 0 to be the direct square 
Q x Q. The power set F of 0 is a (I-field. Define the normalized counting measure 
/l:F -+ [0,1]; A 1-+ IAI/IQ x QI. (4.1) 
Then (0, F, /l) is a probability space. Since the members of r are mutually disjoint, 
M = r u {0} forms a subsemilattice (M, n) of (F, n). Let G be the smallest (I-subfield 
ofFcontainingM,namelyG = {AI U··· U Arl}Arl{AI"" ,Ar} <;; r}.Anycomplex-
valued function X: 0 -+ C is an integrable random variable, with SAX d/l = I Q x 
Q I-I LaEA X(a) for A in F. Further, X is G-measurable if and only if its restriction to each 
Ci inTis constant. Thus the G-measurable random variables on (0, F, /l) are precisely the 
class functions on (Q, n. 
Now let (P, .1) be a refinement sub scheme of (Q, n. For a complex-valued function 
f: P x P -+ C, define the random variable Xf: 0 -+ C by 
Xf(x, y) { 
0, 
I Q x pQ11 f(x, y), 
IP x 
(x, y) ¢ P .x P; 
(x, y) E P X P. 
(4.2) 
THEOREM 4.3. For a classfunctionfin C.1, the induced class functionfQ in cr is just the 
(unique) conditional expectation E(XfI G). 
PROOF. Since the empty set is the only set A in F with /leA) = 0, conditional expecta-
tions are unique. Certainly the class function fQ is integrable and G-measurable. Also 
S0fQ d/l = S0Xf d/l = 0. Now consider Ci in r, with corresponding Bi defined by (2.4). 
Then kfQ d/l = IQ X QI-I L(X,Y)EC.!Q(X, y) = IP X PI-I L(X,t)EB.!(Z, t) = IQ X QI-I 
L(Z,t)EB,Xf(z, t) = I Q x Q I-I L(X,Y)EC,Xf(x, y) = kXf d/l. The second equality here holds by 
(2.5); the third and fourth hold by (4.2). Condition (3.3) has thus been verified, so thatfQ 
is a conditional expectation E(XfI G) by Proposition 3.2. D 
By virtue of Theorem 4.3, a number of properties of induction correspond with standard 
results about conditional expectations. For example, the fact that C.1 i~ is an ideal of cr 
([6, Prop. 6.3 (iv)], [9, §9.1J, [10, 562(3)]) may be viewed as a special case of the relation 
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£(XYI G) X£(YI G) a.e. [4, Theorem 34.3] for a G-measurable random variable X and 
integrable random variables Y and XY. As a second example, suppose that (N, e) is a 
refinement sub scheme of the refinement subscheme (P, .,1) of (Q, n. Then the 'transitivity' 
or 'functoriality' property i~ = i~ i~ : ce - cr ([6, Prop. 2.3.], [9, §7.1], [10, 553]) is a 
consequence of the relation £(£(XI G2 ) 1 Gd = £(XI G,) a.e. [4, Theorem 34.4] for an 
integrable random variable X and a-subfields G, ~ G2 • Nevertheless, the chief utility of 
Theorem 4.3 will probably lie in the generalizations to infinitary cases that it suggests. 
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